
 

FLEXXOTANK 
Operation instructions 
 
 Introduction 
 A setup and installation instructions sheet for the Flexxotank. 

 
1| Location and surface  

Make sure that the surface is clean and even at the desired place where you want to place the 
Flexxotank. Make sure that there are no stones, roots, glass or other sharp objects on the spot 
where the Flexxotank should be placed. 
 

2| Rolling out the Flexxotank  
Position the pallet with the Flexxotank so that it is easily accessible and can be easily rolled out  
at the desired location. Carefully unroll and unfold the Flexxotank from the pallet. Make sure that 
the Flexxotank couplings are easily accessible. 

 

3| Filling the Flexxotank 

Once the Flexxotank is rolled out/assembled in the desired position, the flexible tank can be filled. 
The Flexxotank may be filled until it reaches a maximum height of 1.1 metres. It is not allowed to 
(further) fill the Flexxotank once the height is 1.1 meters. 
 

4| Emptying the Flexxotank 
 Connect the emptying hose/piping to the coupling on the Flexxotank. To empty the butterfly or ball 
valve to be opened so that the liquid can run out of the Flexxotank. 
- It is not necessary to open the vent pipes to empty the tank.   
- A pump can be connected to speed up emptying, if desired. 

 

5| DO’S and DON’TS  
DO Protect the surface of the Flexxotank against sharp parts / dirt etc. 

DO Empty the Flexxotank thoroughly before moving or rolling it up. 

DO Allow Flexxotank to dry after use (around) 

DON’T Do not walk over the Flexxotank, regardless of whether the tank is full or empty. 

DON’T Do not overfill the Flexxotank. 

DON’T Do not tow the tank, even over a protective film or felt. 

DON’T Do not drop sharp objects or the filling/emptying hose or coupling onto the tank. 

DON’T If the Flexxotank needs to be moved, it should be emptied completely, cleaned and 
rolled up so that it can be lifted and then moved. 
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Lifting loops for emptying the tank. 
Serves for emptying the tank and 
rolling it up again. 

Top view 

Roll-out direction 
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